In Silico Electrophysiological Evaluation of Scaffold Geometries for Cardiac Tissue Engineering
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Abstract

Human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) cultured on bio-printed scaffolds have shown promising results for cardiac function restoration in regenerative medicine. Nevertheless, proarrhythmicity favored by reduced conduction velocity of the transplanted constructs as compared to native tissue has been poorly assessed. Here, we investigate the impact of the scaffold geometry on the electrical activation properties of hiPSC-CMs cultures.

Electrophysiological models of hiPSC-CMs and the Finite Element Method were employed for computational simulation of hiPSC-CMs cultures. The models were calibrated to replicate experimentally measured activation time maps by adjusting parameters representative of fiber alignment and cell-to-cell coupling. Scaffolds with rectangular, auxetic and elongated hexagonal pore shapes were studied to determine the most biomimetic structure in terms of electrical propagation characteristics.

Our results showed that the geometry with elongated hexagonal pores led to faster activation of hiPSC-CMs cultures by facilitating the alignment of cardiac fibers in the longitudinal direction. These pore shapes mimic cardiac anisotropy, therefore would be the preferred geometry for experimental culture.

1. Introduction

Tissue engineering has emerged as a promising solution to restore cardiac function through transplantation of human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) into ventricular regions damaged due to e.g. myocardial infarction\cite{1}. Several studies have been conducted to evaluate in vitro maturation of hiPSC-CMs and how this can be improved by culturing cells with the aid of three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds\cite{2–4}. This latter approach has been reported to improve cell-to-cell connectivity, by rising the number of gap junctions per cell, and replication of the cardiac anisotropy, by orienting the cells in a preferential direction.

Electrical propagation in tissue engineered patches should be temporarily synchronized with that of the surrounding healthy tissue in order to reduce the probability of developing arrhythmic events. Considering that slow conducting regions in a tissue favor reentrant arrhythmias\cite{5}, it is advisable that the activation time (AT) in the engineered construct is as similar as possible to the one of the native tissue that has been lost as a consequence of e.g. myocardial infarction. Further extensive studies are needed to define optimal scaffold structures that produce physiological propagation and AT values as in healthy ventricular tissues\cite{6}.

Computational power and memory capacity have increased drastically in the past decades, which has been accompanied by remarkable improvements in experimental data collection and processing. These scientific and technological breakthroughs make it possible to simulate biological processes in a faster and more accurate manner. In particular, cardiac electrical modeling and simulation have already shown capacity to aid in the identification of sources that make hiPSC-CMs more prone to develop arrhythmic behaviors in response to drugs or in the presence of disease\cite{7,8}.

The aim of this work is to gain insight into the electrical activation of hiPSC-CMs cultured in 3D scaffolds and assess the effect of the scaffold geometry. In silico models with square pore scaffolds were created and Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations were run to compute AT maps. The models were calibrated to match in vitro AT maps calculated from optical mapping experiments. Additionally, in silico scaffolds with rectangular, auxetic and elongated hexagonal (honeycomb) pore shapes were built and the one leading to shorter global ATs was identified.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Electrophysiological modeling

The electrophysiology of hiPSC-CMs was described by the ventricular-like action potential model of Paci et al. [9], which follows the Hodgkin & Huxley formulation. Electrical propagation in coupled cells was described by the monodomain model according to the following reaction-diffusion partial differential equation:

\[
\frac{\partial V}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (D \nabla V) - \frac{I_{\text{ion}}(V)}{C} \quad \text{in } \Omega
\]

\[
n \cdot (D \nabla V) = 0 \quad \text{in } \partial \Omega \tag{1}
\]

where \(V\) is the transmembrane voltage and \(I_{\text{ion}}\) the total current, including all ionic currents and the stimulus current. \(C\) is the membrane capacitance, \(D\) the diffusion tensor, \(\Omega\) the cardiac domain and \(\partial \Omega\) the boundary of \(\Omega\).

Mesh representations of cultured hiPSC-CMs (tissue) and scaffolds were constructed using quadrilateral and hexahedral elements for two-dimensional (2D) and 3D cases, respectively. Tissue node spacing was set at 31 \(\mu m\) as it is the pixel resolution in optical data, as well as, is consistent with the time and accuracy trade-off of computations. Scaffold node spacing was adjusted to ensure proper tissue nodes alignment, while orienting them following the direction of the scaffold walls.

Mesh and model information were input to the in-house software \textit{ELECTRA} [10, 11], which uses a dual adaptive explicit method [12] for solving the reaction and diffusion terms in (1). This method enhances computational efficiency while maintaining numerical precision. A transverse-to-longitudinal conductivity ratio of 0.15 was set, in agreement with the reported anisotropy in conduction velocity of the cardiac tissue [13]. After initializing the models to steady-state, each simulation consisted of three 1 Hz-paced cycles, with the last cycle being used for AT calculation. Stimuli of 5 nA-magnitude and 2 ms-duration were applied.

2.2. Model calibration

In silico models with square pore scaffolds were calibrated based on in vitro optical mapping data. For these experiments, melt electrowriting (MEW) was used to fabricate \(5 \times 5 \times 0.45\) mm\(^3\) constructs with square pores of 200 \(\mu m\)-side, on which hiPSC-CMs were placed. 3D MEW-based cultures were optically mapped to obtain high-resolution calcium transient measurements along time. These video data was analyzed using the in-house software \textit{OMap}, which applies temporal and spatial filtering and calculates AT values for every pixel [14].

Once a clean image of an AT map was obtained by performing opening, closing and median filtering (Figure 1a), a dendrogram was used to cluster the per-pixel AT values according to the Euclidean distance of the clusters centroids. Node sets in the in silico tissue models were defined based on this classification, as depicted in Figure 1b. The stimulus current was applied onto the node set initiating the depolarization (i.e. with the shortest AT), which is shown in red in the figure.

The tissue mesh was embedded in the scaffold mesh. Tissue nodes within a distance of 27 \(\mu m\) to the scaffold were aligned with the direction of the pore walls, as depicted in Figure 1d. The distance threshold was chosen in agreement with experimentally reported values [4]. As a final step, the longitudinal conductivity was adjusted so that the maximum AT values in the simulated map (Figure 1c) matched the experimental ones.

2.3. Variations in scaffold geometry

Electrical wave propagation was simulated in both 2D and 3D in silico patches composed of the scaffold and the tissue. A tissue mesh of \(2 \times 4\) mm\(^2\) was generated for 2D cases and a mesh with the same size and thickness of 0.45 mm was used for 3D cases. Before introducing the scaffold, all tissues were set to have the same random fiber orientation following a uniform statistical distribution spanning 0-180 degrees in plane. In 3D cases, the cellular orientation was additionally set to be consistent with a normal distribution with zero mean along the construct’s thickness. After including the scaffold, tissue nodes within 65 \(\mu m\) from the pores walls were oriented according to the
Figure 2: Pore geometries and fiber alignments: (a) rectangular; (b) auxetic; (c), (d), (e) and (f) hexagonal elongated by 120, 100, 80 and 60 degrees.

wall direction (Figure 2). This higher distance threshold, in comparison with the one aforementioned in 2.2, was used to emphasize the effect of scaffold’s geometry. Based on model calibration and in values reported in [12], a diffusion coefficient of $4.22 \times 10^{-4}$ cm/ms$^2$ was associated with 100% alignment of tissue nodes. A linear relationship was defined between alignment percentages and diffusion coefficient values.

We analyzed scaffolds with the following pore shapes: rectangle; elongated hexagons with angles of 120, 100, 80 and 60 degrees; and perpendicular and parallel to the depolarizing direction auxetic architectures. All configurations were generated by maintaining a constant pore area of 0.4 mm$^2$ (Figure 2). The rectangular, parallel auxetic and 60-degree elongated hexagonal cases were further evaluated with a more clinically relevant size of $5 \times 20 \times 0.45$ mm$^3$.

3. Results

As can be seen by comparing Figures 1a and 1c, a close match between simulated and real AT maps was obtained by adjusting the value of the diffusion coefficient in the monodomain model. A difference of 1 ms between the maximum AT values was found for the optimal longitudinal diffusion coefficient, set to $3.5 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/ms$^2$.

The seven tested scaffold architectures yielded similar trends in maximum AT values between 2D and 3D numerical simulations, as shown in Figure 3. Alignment percentages were higher for rectangular and auxetic than for hexagonal configurations. Among hexagonal ones, alignment increased from 120-degree to 60-degree elongated pores. Nevertheless, the maximum AT was found to be shorter for 60-degree elongated hexagons than for other pore geometries.

As expected, larger values of maximum AT were found when increasing the size of the tissue and the scaffold. Results for $5 \times 20 \times 0.45$ mm$^3$ constructs are shown in Figure 4. Similarly to the small constructs, the most elongated hexagonal geometry was found to conduct faster than the other geometries, with differences between geometries of up to 36 ms.

3. Discussion

In silico electrophysiological modeling and simulation was used to characterize electrical activation of hiPSC-
CMs cultured on scaffolds of different geometries and to identify the one leading to more physiological ATs. We replicated experimentally measured AT maps through simulations for the case of scaffolds with square pores. When assessing the effect of other pore shapes computationally, we showed that, even though elongated hexagons were associated with lower cellular alignment than rectangular or auxetic structures, they led to faster conduction. This was due to the fact that most elongated hexagons better mimic cardiac anisotropy by orienting more fibers parallel to the direction of the depolarization wavefront. The advantage of this geometry was even more emphasized when larger tissue-scaffold sizes were tested, which would point to this geometry as the most suited one to minimize arrhythmic risk after transplanting a construct into a damaged heart. These results set the basis for further investigations into tissue engineered assisting devices that ensure cardiac functionality restoration avoiding significant alterations in the electrical activity that could be pro-arrhythmic.
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